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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (1)World (1)

•• Water Water 
reserves are reserves are 
impressive: impressive: 
1,386 Mkm1,386 Mkm33

•• However, However, 
renewable renewable 
resources resources 
are only are only 
42,600 42,600 
kmkm33/year/year

•• Only 7,000 Only 7,000 
kmkm33 are are 
really usefulreally useful
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29,9 %
Groundwaters
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Others including

soils humidity
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Global 
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (2)World (2)

•• AvailableAvailable
waterwater isis
onlyonly a a 
veryvery
smallsmall
partpart ofof
thethe waterwater
cyclecycle in in 
thethe EarthEarth

Precipitación
9.000 km3

Evaporación
9.000 km3

Precipitaciones sobre los
continentes 110.000 km3 Precipitaciones sobre el

océano 458.000 km3

Evaporación desde los
continentes
65.200 km3

Evaporación desde el
océano.

502.800 km3

Corrientes de los
ríos.

42.600 km3

Corrientes
Subterráneas
 2.200 km3

Lagos

Lagos

Glaciares

Areas de Flujos
Internos.

30 millones km2

Areas de Flujos
Externos

119 millones km2

Aréa del
Océano

361 millones km2
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (3)World (3)
•• WaterWater uses are uses are stronglystrongly linkedlinked toto economiceconomic levellevel

ofof eacheach areaarea

0 20 40 60 80 100
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South America
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Europe

Africa

World

Agricultural Industrial Domestic
12% of the population consume the 85% of water
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (4)World (4)
•• WaterWater consumptionconsumption isis increasingincreasing more more andand more more 

everyevery dayday..
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (5)World (5)
•• WaterWater resourcesresources are are notnot wellwell distributeddistributed

26 / 626 / 610.683SOUTH AND LATIN AMÉRICA

36.830856Venezuela

50.3001.100Peru

3.670345México

3.11034,7Cuba

35.0001.200Colombia

45.2006.220Brazil

17.000270Argentina

15 / 815 / 86.217NORTH AMERICA

11.5002.930United States

120.0003.287Canada

8 / 138 / 136.142,9EUROPE

5.80242,5Switzerland

29.1154.312,7Russia

1.21971United kingdom

87.691384Norway

13.18747Eire

3.065180France

2.775110,3Spain

1.16596Germany

Per cápita (m3/hab)Anual (km3)País o continente

5 / 15 / 11.539,3OCEANIA

89.400313New Zealand

18.596343Australia

36 / 6036 / 6012.686,5ASIA

3.074196Turkey

21.259456Malassia

110,02Kuwait

4.344547Japan

12.2512.530Indonesia

1.8961.850India

640,15United Arab Emirates

2.2312.800China

1192,4Saudi Arabia

11 / 1311 / 133.988,1ÁFRICA

1.01144,8Southafrica

34.957160Sierra Leone

1000,6Lybia

29.454226Guinea

432,8Egypt

18.711268Camerún

15.376184Angola

46013,87Algeria

Ratio availability/population
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (6)World (6)
•• WaterWater problemsproblems perper countrycountry

In 2050, In 2050, twotwo predictionspredictions are are foundfound withwith respectrespect toto
waterwater scarcityscarcity::

••2,000 2,000 millionsmillions in 48 in 48 countriescountries..
••7,000 7,000 millionsmillions in 60 in 60 countriescountries..
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WaterWater problemsproblems in in thethe World (7)World (7)
•• As well as water supply is As well as water supply is 

not ensured (1,100 not ensured (1,100 
million of people), water million of people), water 
quality is not good: 2,400 quality is not good: 2,400 
million do not have a million do not have a 
sanitation system (1 l. of sanitation system (1 l. of 
waste water waste water 
contaminates 8 l. of fresh contaminates 8 l. of fresh 
water).water).

•• Vicious cycle of Vicious cycle of powertypowerty, , 
illness, water and fail of illness, water and fail of 
sanitation.sanitation. 13%13%27%27%AfricaAfrica

2%2%2%2%EuropeEurope

5%5%6%6%
LatinLatin

AmericaAmerica, , 
CaribbeanCaribbean

80%80%65%65%AsiaAsia

Without water supply

Without sanitation
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DesalinationDesalination as a as a newnew sourcesource… (1)… (1)

•• Desalination is a very promising alternative for Desalination is a very promising alternative for 
increasing water resources from seawater (onincreasing water resources from seawater (on--
shore) or brackish waters (inland territories).shore) or brackish waters (inland territories).

•• Leon Leon AwerbachAwerbach (2002) said: “The XIX Century (2002) said: “The XIX Century 
was the century of gold. The XX Century was was the century of gold. The XX Century was 
driven by oil. In the XXI Century, water will be the driven by oil. In the XXI Century, water will be the 
most important resource. Desalination will deliver most important resource. Desalination will deliver 
the promise not only to create new water but also the promise not only to create new water but also 
to produce fresh water at dramatically reduced to produce fresh water at dramatically reduced 
cost”.cost”.
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DesalinationDesalination as a as a newnew sourcesource… (2)… (2)

•• However, desalination consumes a lot of energy: However, desalination consumes a lot of energy: 
its costs could not be affordable for most of the its costs could not be affordable for most of the 
population.population.

•• Furthermore, desalination provokes environmental Furthermore, desalination provokes environmental 
impacts that should be mitigated.impacts that should be mitigated.

•• Nowadays, only the 0.2Nowadays, only the 0.2--0.3% of the demanded 0.3% of the demanded 
water is desalted, and represents the 0.3water is desalted, and represents the 0.3--0.4% of 0.4% of 
the total primary energy consumption.the total primary energy consumption.
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Technologies: MSF (Technologies: MSF (distillationdistillation))
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Technologies: MED (Technologies: MED (distillationdistillation))
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Technologies: VC (Technologies: VC (distillationdistillation))
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Technologies: RO (Technologies: RO (membranesmembranes))
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Technologies: ED (Technologies: ED (membranesmembranes))
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Technologies: a Technologies: a comparisoncomparison

Lowlowlowhigh-mediumhighSurface required
easyeasydifficultdifficultdifficultIncrement of capacity

highhigh-
medium

low-mediumhigh-mediumhighPlant reliability

1,-10,00010,-100,0001,-5,0005,-20,00010,-50,000Unit capacity (m3/d)
< 500< 500< 50< 50< 50Product quality (ppm)

< 3,000< 50,000>50,000> 50,000> 50,000Raw water quality (ppm)

0.8-1.53-68-121-23-5Power consumption (kWh/m3)
45457070110Operation temperature (º C)

electricalmechanicalmechanicalthermal + 
mech.

thermal + 
mech.

Energy required

EDROVCMED/TVCMSF
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Desalination: evolutionDesalination: evolution
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Desalination: evolutionDesalination: evolution
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Desalination: evolutionDesalination: evolution
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Desalination: evolutionDesalination: evolution
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Desalination: evolutionDesalination: evolution
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Desalination in the Middle EastDesalination in the Middle East
•• Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait are Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait are 

respectively the 1respectively the 1stst, 3, 3rdrd and 4and 4thth country in country in 
installed capacity.installed capacity.

•• Desalination has permitted the economic Desalination has permitted the economic 
growth of that countries: more than 50% of growth of that countries: more than 50% of 
their resources are desalted seawaters.their resources are desalted seawaters.

•• MSF is almost the unique technology: MED MSF is almost the unique technology: MED 
and VC are less important. RO is increasing and VC are less important. RO is increasing 
its participation, especially in hybrid plants.its participation, especially in hybrid plants.

•• Private companies can manage new plants.Private companies can manage new plants.
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Desalination in US, LA and CaribbeanDesalination in US, LA and Caribbean

•• US is the 2US is the 2ndnd country in installed capacity country in installed capacity 
and the leading in RO technology (brackish and the leading in RO technology (brackish 
waters and softening techniques).  waters and softening techniques).  

•• The growing tourism in the Caribbean The growing tourism in the Caribbean 
islands has been supported by desalination, islands has been supported by desalination, 
firstly with MED and later with RO.firstly with MED and later with RO.

•• In Latin America, desalination is a local In Latin America, desalination is a local 
solution for industry and tourist resorts.solution for industry and tourist resorts.
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Desalination in E and SE AsiaDesalination in E and SE Asia

•• In Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Indonesia In Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Indonesia 
desalination is mainly used for industrial desalination is mainly used for industrial 
purposes (purposes (ultrapureultrapure waters) or isolated waters) or isolated 
locations. locations. 

•• For highly populated countries (China and For highly populated countries (China and 
India) desalination is not foreseen in the India) desalination is not foreseen in the 
next future (economy): hydraulic projects next future (economy): hydraulic projects 
are preferred.are preferred.
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Desalination in Europe and NADesalination in Europe and NA
•• Spain is the 5Spain is the 5thth country in capacity (1,6 hmcountry in capacity (1,6 hm33/d) /d) 

and the 2and the 2ndnd in RO. The future is very optimistic: in RO. The future is very optimistic: 
336 hm336 hm33/y for the Spanish /y for the Spanish LevanteLevante in the NHP in the NHP 
2001, and 621 hm2001, and 621 hm33/y more in the NHP 2004. Is /y more in the NHP 2004. Is 
the leader in using desalted water for agriculture.the leader in using desalted water for agriculture.

•• Italy is the next, but Cyprus, Malta and Israel (400 Italy is the next, but Cyprus, Malta and Israel (400 
hmhm33) are dependent on desalted water.) are dependent on desalted water.

•• The rest of Europe only uses desalination for The rest of Europe only uses desalination for 
industrial purposes.industrial purposes.

•• The NA region is similar to Middle East but The NA region is similar to Middle East but 
capacity is not so representative.capacity is not so representative.
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Desalination in Europe (Spain)Desalination in Europe (Spain)

•• The NHP 2004: The NHP 2004: 
A. G. U. A. Plan A. G. U. A. Plan 
includes 20 includes 20 
new SWDP, new SWDP, 
water reuse, water reuse, 
improve improve 
irrigation irrigation 
systemssystems
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Costs of desalination (1)Costs of desalination (1)
•• Desalination costs depend on the location Desalination costs depend on the location 

and applied technology.and applied technology.
•• Two main costs: investment and running Two main costs: investment and running 

costs.costs.

900-55010,000-100,000RO

1,500-1,0201,000-5,000VC

1.080-8005,000-20,000MED/TVC

1,680-1,08010,000-50,000MSF

Specific investment cost 
(€/m3d)

Capacity range (m3/d)Technology
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Costs of desalination (2)Costs of desalination (2)
•• Despite the low cost of energy (fuel), distillation Despite the low cost of energy (fuel), distillation 

technologies are more expensive than RO (the technologies are more expensive than RO (the 
lowest project is about 0,7 $/mlowest project is about 0,7 $/m33).).

•• The total cost for some recent RO BOOT projectsThe total cost for some recent RO BOOT projects

0.8180.520.451.090.730.710.461st year price* ($/m3)

25252010102330Years of contract

20032002200219962000Contract Year

40,00040,00040,00040,00038,00026,000Feedwater salinity (ppm)

200,000274,000136,00040,00040,000135,00095,000Capacity (m3/d)

AlgiersAskhelonSingaporeDhekeliaLarnacaTrinidadTampa baySWDP
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EnvironmentalEnvironmental impactsimpacts (1)(1)
•• Thermal pollution provoked by distillation plants is Thermal pollution provoked by distillation plants is 

quite important in the Arabian Gulf.quite important in the Arabian Gulf.
•• Brine discharge of RO plants needs special Brine discharge of RO plants needs special 

treatment to avoid damaging endemic flora treatment to avoid damaging endemic flora 
species (species (PosidoniaPosidonia OceanicaOceanica).).

•• Energy consumption provokes COEnergy consumption provokes CO22, , NONOxx and and SOSOxx
emissions. Integration with renewable sources is emissions. Integration with renewable sources is 
not widely extended yet.not widely extended yet.

•• Desalted brackish waters are very dangerous if Desalted brackish waters are very dangerous if 
brine discharges are not properly managed.brine discharges are not properly managed.
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Environmental impacts (2)Environmental impacts (2)
•• A desalination facility should be compared with A desalination facility should be compared with 

other water supplying alternative.other water supplying alternative.
•• It is important to compare the entire Life Cycle of It is important to compare the entire Life Cycle of 

the process: LCA techniques calculate the impact the process: LCA techniques calculate the impact 
of the assembly, operation but also the final of the assembly, operation but also the final 
disposal of the installation.disposal of the installation.

•• An example: comparing with the ERWT of the An example: comparing with the ERWT of the 
NHP 2001.NHP 2001.

0.3780.3620.2830.4140.546-CML 2 baseline

35,90029,90025,10034,20043,400GPtsEcopoints 97

2.201.861.462.042.62GPtsEco-indicator 99

Transfer (25 
years)

Transfer (50 
years)RO (2 kWh/m3)RO (3 kWh/m3)RO (4 kWh/m3)Unit
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Environmental impacts (3)Environmental impacts (3)
•• …… comparing the ERWT with RO: phasescomparing the ERWT with RO: phases

operation
construction

ERWT

RO

Dismantle 
phase: 0%
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Future innovations (1)Future innovations (1)
Technology (costs)Technology (costs)
•• Integrate with power (dual) plants.Integrate with power (dual) plants.
•• PoligenerationPoligeneration: energy, cold, heat + water: energy, cold, heat + water
•• Include hybrid plants (MSF/MED + RO).Include hybrid plants (MSF/MED + RO).
•• Improve materials and the utilization factor.Improve materials and the utilization factor.
•• Use softening techniques (UF/NF) to Use softening techniques (UF/NF) to 

increase TBT in MSF units.increase TBT in MSF units.
•• Reduce the RO pretreatment.Reduce the RO pretreatment.
•• Include ERS for big RO plants.Include ERS for big RO plants.
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Future innovations (1)Future innovations (1)

•• Integrating with power (dual) plants.Integrating with power (dual) plants.

6 units 6 units 
122/147 MW of output power.122/147 MW of output power.
1,2001,200--2,400 T/h water (TBT = 84/112 ºC).2,400 T/h water (TBT = 84/112 ºC).
PR = 8. PR = 8. 
10 10 ppmppm purity of distillate. purity of distillate. 
9 MW electrical consumption.9 MW electrical consumption.

PPPP

MSFMSF
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Future innovations (1)Future innovations (1)
•• PoligenerationPoligeneration: energy, cold, heat + water: energy, cold, heat + water

Lighting

Sale

RO Plant

HRSG

ABSORTION 
CYCLE

HEATING

HOT WATER

COMBUSTION 
ENGINE

WATER-OIL
RECUPERATOR

F

W D

QH

QW

QC

W: Electricity
F: Fuel (natural gas)
D: Fresh water
WF: Wind Farm
SC: Solar colectors
QC: Cold
QH: Heating
QW: Heat (water)
HRSG: Heat Recovery

Steam Generator

WF

SC

280 kWe

500-700 m3/day

0-300 kWc

0-350 kWt

50-100 kWt

112º C

835 kWf

300 kWe

BrLi-H2O
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Future innovations (2)Future innovations (2)
Environmental impactsEnvironmental impacts
•• Reduce energy consumption.Reduce energy consumption.
•• Reduce corrosion of materials.Reduce corrosion of materials.
•• Use soundUse sound--insulated materials.insulated materials.
•• Reduce the use of chemicals and chlorine if Reduce the use of chemicals and chlorine if 

possible.possible.
•• Reduce thermal contamination with cooling Reduce thermal contamination with cooling 

exchangers.exchangers.
•• Increase length of brine outfall pipes.Increase length of brine outfall pipes.
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ConclusionsConclusions (1)(1)
A water supply alternativeA water supply alternative
•• WDM techniques should always be applied WDM techniques should always be applied 

before using desalination: efficient irrigation before using desalination: efficient irrigation 
methods, water markets, water reuse, methods, water markets, water reuse, 
saving devices for households…  saving devices for households…  

•• Desalination should be the water supply Desalination should be the water supply 
solution less aggressive to budgets and to solution less aggressive to budgets and to 
the environment.the environment.
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ConclusionsConclusions (2)(2)
Desalination costsDesalination costs
•• Currently, 3% of global drinking water is Currently, 3% of global drinking water is 

desalted, but concentrated in the Gulf (rich desalted, but concentrated in the Gulf (rich 
countries).countries).

•• Costs have fallen to affordable levels for Costs have fallen to affordable levels for 
some communities, but no major some communities, but no major 
breakthroughs are expected in the near breakthroughs are expected in the near 
future.future.

•• It should not be used for irrigation if It should not be used for irrigation if 
subsidies are given.subsidies are given.
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ConclusionsConclusions (3)(3)
Environmental chargesEnvironmental charges
•• Desalination has local impacts that can be Desalination has local impacts that can be 

avoided by increasing water costs.avoided by increasing water costs.
•• The global impact is its energy The global impact is its energy 

consumption: thermodynamic limit for consumption: thermodynamic limit for 
desalting seawater is > 1 kWh/mdesalting seawater is > 1 kWh/m33..

•• Desalination will not have any penalty if the Desalination will not have any penalty if the 
problem of a clean energy production is problem of a clean energy production is 
solved.solved.


